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THE DIGITAL WORKPLACE IN THE MOBILE ERA

The demand for mobile apps in the enterprise is 
growing rapidly. Mobile infrastructures, systems, 
vendor solutions, and standards for access, 
authentication, management, security and more are 
evolving quickly. Organizations need greater 
compatibility, capability and intelligence in mobile 
apps now. Mobile app developers, mobile IT, and 
enterprise security teams need better ways to deliver 
consistently high quality, secure, managed and BYOD 
mobile app experiences for all users.

TOTAL MOBILITY FOR WORKSPACE ONE

Appdome’s TOTALMobility™ for Workspace ONE is a 
VMware validated solution that delivers the full range 
of VMware’s Workspace ONE UEM, Intelligence and 
Privacy SDKs as well as direct integrations with 
VMware’s Secure Browser, Secure Email and 
Document Sharing using a single, easy to use, no-code 
solution.

Using TOTALMobility™ for Workspace ONE, 
customers can quickly and easily build apps with any 
combination of Workspace ONE features. Appdome 
automatically builds the VMware SDKs and APIs into 
mobile apps. It creates secure data and credential 
stores, extends VMware features to all native apps 
and non-native frameworks (like Xamarin, Cordova 
and React Native), and ensures compatibility with 
modern methods (like advanced WKwebview, 
Avplayer, Push Notification and other support). It also 
shields the app from reversing and tampering to 
protect mobile apps and users from compromise, all 
without any code or coding on the part of the user.

DEV-TOOLS FOR WORKSPACE ONE 

TOTALMobility™ for Workspace ONE supports a rich 
developer tool kit including routing control, 
encryption optimization, 3rd party app mobile 
permission control, automated build-to-publish app 
lifecycle APIs for CI/CD (like Jenkins, Travis and more) 
and automated publishing to public app stores and the 
VMware Enterprise Catalog.

NO WRAPPING, NO MANUAL CODING 

Appdome is the fastest, easiest and best way to add 
any mobile service SDK to Android and iOS apps. The 
resulting implementations function as if a team of 
mobile developers built the services inside the app, all 
without the user writing a single line of code. 
Appdome’s no code framework is more robust and 
resilient than app wrapping, which can impact 
reliability, compatibility, and performance of the app. 
Tens of thousands of Appdome apps are currently 
published on public and private app stores.  

TOTALMobility for 
VMware Workspace ONE® 
Get the full value of VMware Workspace ONE® UEM, 
Identity, Privacy and more in any Android and iOS app. 
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COMPLETE TOTALMOBILITY™ FOR WORKSPACE ONE

TUNNELING 

Workspace ONE UEM SDK - No-Code, Full SDK � �

All Workspace ONE Tunneling  (SDK Equivalent) � �

Workspace ONE Data at Rest Encryption (SDK equivalent) � �

AUTHENTICATION

BoostEMM™

ADVANCED APP SECURITY 

APP LIFECYCLE 

SUPPORT 

Workspace ONE Password (SDK equivalent) � �
Workspace ONE Integrated Authentication SSO (SDK equivalent) � �
Appdome for Workspace ONE Advanced Authentication and SSO �

2 Appdome Platform Admin Accounts  � �
Enterprise Ideal Support (24x7x365) � �
Premium Dev-Class Support w/Appdome-DEV

Mobile App Branding, Configuration, Private URLs w/Context by Appdome � �
Automated Mobile App-Signing � �
Appdome-GO for IT/Security Teams (per app implementation templates, team collaboration, 
   entitlements & auto-deploy to Workspace ONE or public app stores)

�

Appdome-DEV for app deverlopers (All Appdome-GO features + 
   advanced developer options, private signing, CI/CD integration, etc)

w/Appdome-DEV

Enforce Workspace ONE Secure Browser �
Enforce Workspace ONE Secure Email �
Enable Secure Document Sharing with Trusted Apps �

Appdome ONEShield™ for mobile app integrity providing Anti-tampering,
Anti-reversing, Anti-debug plus structure/integrity scan, checksum validation

� �

Appdome Advanced Jailbreak and Root Prevention providing Root Hiding, SELinux Enforcement, Frida and more �

Workspace ONE DLP Policy & Protection (SDK equivalent) � �
Workspace ONE Privacy Camera & Blur Screen (SDK equivalent) � �
Appdome Advanced Data Protection (All Files and DB AES 256, Bluetooth DLP, iOS Data backup and more) �
Enterprise Mobility Control (Disable screen capture, camera, mic, restrict calls, contacts, calendar, location, etc) �

Appdome Advanced Tunneling Support (Webviews, Safari ViewControls, Background Tasks, Proxy PAC, Push, etc.) �

All iOS and Android apps - native, cross-platform, hybrid � �
Appdome Mobility Control (Rule based routing, encryption control, etc.) � �
Workspace ONE Intelligence SDK - No-Code, Full SDK �
Workspace ONE Privacy SDK - No-Code, Full SDK �

DATA PROTECTION 

SERVICE COVERAGE

ADVANCED

Learn more about TOTALMobility for Workspace ONE at www.appdome.com.
Open a free Appdome account at fusion.appdome.com!

About Appdome
Appdome changes the way people build mobile apps. Appdome’s industry defining no-code solutions and 
integration platform allows anyone to build 25,000+ combinations of mobile features, services, standards, vendors, 
SDKs and APIs in security, authentication, access, mobility, mobile threat, analytics and more into any mobile app 
instantly. Leading financial, healthcare, government and e-commerce providers use Appdome. For more 
information, visit www.appdome.com.

BENEFITS OF USING AI TO BUILD MOBILE APPS

Appdome’s industry defining, self-service SaaS 
platform uses a patented, AI enhanced, coding 
engine to build the target feature set into a mobile 
app in about a minute. 

What sets Appdome apart is its ability to dynamically 
learn and understand the target application and 
feature set, build only what is required, adding new 
workflows and methods, to deliver the functionality 
in the app. The result is a mobile app optimized for 
Workspace ONE and its partner’s products, every 
time.  

SINGLE SOLUTION FOR DEVELOPERS AND IT

Appdome offers a single, easy to use, no-code 
mobile solution and integration platform for 
developers, enterprise IT and security 
professionals. All users simply upload any app 
binary (.apk or .ipa). Select the services required for 
the app and click “Build my App”.

Using Appdome, mobile stakeholders can bring the 
full power of Workspace ONE to native, cross-plat-
form, hybrid and non-native Android and iOS apps, 
eliminate dependencies and guarantee compatibili-
ty build by build.


